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GENMAC Combi
RG5000HEO-M5

GENERATOR 5,1KVA 
        

   

Product price:  

1.360,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

GENMAC Combi RG5000HEO-M5 GENERATOR 5,1KVA 

The generator Genmac Combi RG5000HEO-M5 single phase has a Honda GX270 Stage V
gasoline powered engine capable of delivering a power of 5,1KVA with the possibility of
connection to optional AVR.

The Genmac RG5000HEO-M5 single phase generator is equipped with a Honda engine powered
by gasoline with a tank capacity of 5,3 liters for an autonomy of about three and a half hours,
complete with manual recoil starter.

The series of Combi generators has been designed according to the standards, for mobile use,
with the possibility to have on customer's specific request the handling kit designed exclusively
for the selected product.

The Genmac 5,1KVA generator is portable of professional quality and you can ask for the supply
with AVR.

Optional AVR regulator 

The AVR brings a significant improvement in output voltage stability; this is particularly useful with
commonly used machines with reactive load, such as refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners and
garden machines. This will increase the life of your devices.

The optional AVR is a device that keeps the out voltage more constant and less load-dependent.
Thanks to this technology there are fewer drops or current peaks and this makes it safer to use
the various devices connected, improving their performance and durability.

Technical features of generator 5,1KVA Genmac Combi RG5000HEO-M5 
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Power Supply: Gasoline
Boosting: Electronic
Phase Type: Single Phase
Continuous Power: 4.4KVA / 4.0KW
Maximum Power: 5.1KVA / 4.6KW
Motor: Honda GX270
Emission Standard: Stage V
Voltage: 230V
Frequency: 50 Hz
3000 rpm
Fuel tank: 16 Lt.
Run time @ 75%: 10 h fixed rpm
Sound pressure: 72 dB (A) @ 7m
Starting: Manual
Length (mm): 740
Width (mm): 500
Height (mm): 530
Dry weight (Kg): 80

If you are looking for another product then you can consult on our catalog other terrestrial
generator.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to review

  

Product features:  

Phase: Single phase
Maximum power single phase (KW): 4.6
Continuous power single phase (KW): 4.0
Maximum power single phase (KVA): 5.1
Continuous power single phase (KVA): 4.4
Fuel: Gasoline
Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Engine: Honda GX270
Emissions Regulations: Stage 5
Engine rpm (rpm): 3000
Starting system: Electric
Cooling: Air
Fuel tank capacity (L): 16
Running time (h): 10
Acoustic pressure: 72 dB(A) at 7 m
Length (mm): 740
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Width (mm): 500
Height (mm): 530
Dry weight (Kg): 80
Product type: Generator
ATS Switch device : No
Voltage regulator: AVR (optional)
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